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#1 Preliminary summary:

This evaluation is of a personal nature. It combines your own

needs and understanding of the large model, and uses a

private question bank for long-term follow-up evaluation.

Not authoritative enough or comprehensive enough. But the

long-term evolutionary trends of each large model can be

observed from one side.

No evaluation can provide an authoritative ranking without

blind spots. The author writes this series to share an

evaluation idea and personal opinions. Everyone should

examine the large model according to their own needs.

Old readers of the #2 series are familiar with the new changes

. This series will be updated monthly in 23 years at the end

of each month. But after November 23, the update

frequency of each company has obviously slowed down, but

the update quality has improved. As a result, the review in

December was 4,000 words long, and the content was very

messy and difficult to read. So starting from this year, there

are the following changes:

1) When a new model is released, the model evaluation

version will be updated and only one model will be tested at

a time.

2) Make a summary every quarter.

In addition, a round of comprehensive fine-tuning was

carried out on the question bank in 2024, such as changing

the word order in the questions, modifying some numbers,

fine-tuning the output format requirements, etc. The

purpose is to prevent large-scale memorization of questions

in Hunyuan 1.5. The ability requirements of the adjusted

questions remain completely unchanged, and scores can be

inherited.
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#3 This round of evaluation object: ChatGLM-4

GLM-4 is the latest version of the ChatGLM series released

by Zhipu today (1-16). At the press conference, it was

claimed that the overall capabilities are close to GPT-4

Turbo, and some exceed it.

#3.1 Basic questions

Basic questions are scored negatively, that is, if there is a

corresponding negative situation, 1 point will be deducted.

Finally, sort from least to most deduction points.

Basic questions examine the basic skills of the model:

instruction comprehension, reading comprehension, logical

reasoning, mathematical calculations, scientific knowledge,

translation, machine illusion, etc., in 9 categories.

Basic questions have clear and fixed answers, and there are

clear constraints on the answers, such as word count,

format, knowledge scope, etc.

Most of the information needed to solve the problem is

given directly in the question stem, but the model needs to

master the necessary scientific calculation formulas,

science knowledge, sociology knowledge, etc. Does not

involve obscure issues.

Point deduction dimensions for basic questions include:

1. Wrong answers: Incorrect answers in calculation and

knowledge categories, and incorrect understanding in

translation categories.

2. Confusing output: The output content is unreadable by

humans, repetitive, misinterpreted, and the translated

words are not accurate enough, etc.

3. Instruction misunderstanding: the answer cannot be

output exactly according to the instruction.

4. Refusal to answer: Non-answer due to triggering

keywords or human value alignment (based on

misunderstanding). At the same time, because the output

does not meet expectations, 1 point will be deducted for

incorrect answers and misunderstanding of instructions.
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#3.2 High-order logic

currently only provides high-level test questions for GPT-4

and the model that is said to be benchmarked against GPT-

4. At the same time, the results of ChatGPT 3.5 were added

as a comparison.

The high-level question bank currently has 17 questions,

focusing on complex tasks, complex logic and long-chain

reasoning, which is the core part of the usability of large

models. The examination points of each question will be

introduced later without revealing the original question.

Each question has a unique correct answer, and the points

awarded for the answer vary depending on the type of

question. Each question has a total score of 10 points, and

the score is converted into points. For example, if there are

10 points, if you answer 2 points correctly, you will get 2

points. Some questions require the output of long strings.

For such questions, points are awarded based on the

longest consecutive correct answer divided by the total

number of characters.

The final score is the sum of the scores. In the future, we

will continue to improve the question bank and increase the

angle of investigation, and the total score will also increase

accordingly.

Current topics:
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#3.3 English questions

are taken from half of the questions in 3.1. They are

translated into English and asked. The scoring rules are the

same. The questions have removed all classical Chinese,

translation, and some Chinese geography questions.

Therefore, it cannot reflect the full capabilities of the model

and is only used to demonstrate whether Chinese and

English affect model performance.

The model also only selects the top 6 models (GPT4 itself

has a few correct ones and does not participate). The

results are as follows:
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#4 Performance Analysis Intelligence

Spectrum is very pragmatic in the field of large models, and

the iteration speed is also very fast. More importantly, it is

fully aligned with OpenAI's GPT series, and all capabilities

are matched one by one. GLM3 was just released in October

last year, and its capabilities are still below ChatGPT3.5.

Who would have thought that in just 3 months, the third

generation large model would be produced.

Judging from the regular questions, it is the new king in

China. The accuracy rate of various questions is significantly

better than that of Ali Tongyi 2.1 in December. Especially the

classical Chinese translation can be very smooth, and it is

not memorizing questions. The illusion of large models is

well controlled and basically error-free. And thanks to the All

Tools capability of GLM-4, when encountering problems that

require calculation, the large model will automatically call

python to perform calculations, which to a certain extent

solves the problem that large models are naturally not good

at mathematics.

In terms of logic questions, GLM-4 does perform at a level

close to GPT-4. Of course, some questions still require

Python to be solved. From a result-oriented perspective,

this score is understandable. However, if the actual

application scenario is difficult to solve with programming, it

is even more necessary. Hard reasoning suggests that GLM-

4 will be inferior to GPT-4 in terms of somatosensory

perception.

Finally, this time we also added English questions to GLM-4.

There was no deterioration and it can be considered that it

is not affected by language.

Since GLM-4 has a context of up to 128K, far exceeding the

16K of ChatGPT3.5, and is better in both Chinese and

English questions, it can be determined that ChatGLM-4 is

currently the only large model in China that surpasses

ChatGPT in all aspects without blind spots, and is behind

the time 13 months.
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The image recognition score is not updated this time, the

image recognition model does not seem to be updated, and

the answers to all questions are the same as in GLM3.

#5 Easter Egg

The real surprise of GLM-4 this time comes from drawing.

GLM-4&CogView implements the same continuous drawing

capabilities based on natural language semantic

understanding as GPT-4&DALLE3, which is the first in

China. I believe that some readers who have seen

continuous painting with GPT4 before are deeply impressed

by this ability. The following is a set of examples that the

author has simply experienced:

Q: Draw a running person

A:

This is the painting you requested, showing a running man

with a background incorporating urban elements from
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modern China. hope you like it!

Q: Let him run faster

A:

This is an updated painting based on your request. The

characters in the painting are running fast, and the

background shows the vitality and movement of modern

China. Hope this painting is more in line with your

expectations!

Q: Faster

A:
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This is the latest painting. The characters in the painting are

running at extremely fast speeds. The background shows

the vitality and speed of modern Chinese cities. I hope this

painting meets your requirements better!

Q: Go faster

A:

You want the characters in the painting to run faster. This

concept is very creative. In visual art, to express extreme

speed, we can use some special techniques, such as motion

blur, speed lines, or strong color contrast, to create a strong

sense of movement and speed. I will try to create a painting

where the characters will visually represent running faster

than normal. Just a moment please.
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This is a new painting created at your request, showing a

man running at extraordinary speeds, with effects such as

motion blur and speed lines in the background to emphasize

the extreme sense of speed. Hope this painting meets your

expectations!

Q: Not fast enough

A:

I understand what you want to express is an ultimate sense

of speed. In visual art, to convey this speed beyond

convention, we can use more abstract and exaggerated

techniques. For example, depict characters almost as a

beam of light, or use extremely exaggerated dynamic

effects, such as intense color explosions and blurs, to

express the limits of speed. I will try to create such a

painting, hoping to satisfy your pursuit of extreme speed.

Please wait.
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Published on 2024-01-16 19�28・IP is located in Guangdong

This is a new painting created at your request, showing a

man running at an almost unimaginable speed, almost

turning into a ray of light or a comet. This painting uses a

highly abstract and artistic approach, hoping to satisfy your

pursuit of extreme speed. Hope you like this artwork!
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Consistent with my experience, the effect of glm4 is close to Wenxin 4, and the gap
between it and gpt4 is not big. and free

01-16 · IP territory Henan reply

This is beyond Tongyi Qianwen and Wen Xinyiyan. Baidu needs to quickly update its
model. Its own paid version has been caught up by more than one free version.

01-16 · IP territory Chongqing reply

Besides glm, who else , but I personally feel that this 4 will also be charged.

01-17 · IP territory Hubei reply
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Wen Xin and Qian Wen have their own strengths and weaknesses, and overall they
are almost tied.

01-17 · IP territory Guangdong reply

View all 16 replies

Indeed, I used it for half an hour today and I think it is better than Wenxin 4.

01-16 · IP jurisdiction Jiangsu reply

Wen Xin Yi Yan 4.0 hasnʼt been updated yet, and it s̓ almost being overtaken by free ones
like glm4 and Tong Yi Qian Wen!

01-18 · IP territory Sichuan reply

Donʼt expect Baidu, they donʼt take product seriously at all

01-21 · IP territory Shanxi reply

It's really good after trying it out

01-17 · IP territory Shanxi reply

Excuse me, when it comes to programming bugs and writing programs, which big
model in China is better now?

8 hours ago · IP territory Beijing reply

I'm here to support

Yesterday 01�27 · IP is located in Jiangsu reply

Multi-modal GLM4V seems to be out, and the API documentation has just been updated

01-22 · IP territory Guangdong reply

After testing, it was still slightly lower than Ali Tongyi's picture recognition. Much
better than 3.

01-22 · IP territory Guangdong reply

It is hoped that each item can be added with the test results of single-sample and five-
sample prompt words.

01-20 · IP territory Beijing reply

After trying it, "Answer is wrong, please try again" often appears. It is a very simple
operation, but it seems that the stability is still not good.

01-19 · IP is located in Shanghai reply

This should be a network problem

10 hours ago · IP territory Beijing reply

The network is very stable... Several AIs have this high error rate

2 hours ago · IP territory Shanghai reply
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